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ON THE INJECTIVITY OF THE BRAID GROUP
IN THE HECKE ALGEBRA

Gus I. LEHRER AND NANHUA X I

We show that the well known homomorphism from any Artin braid group to the
Hecke algebra of the same type is injective for the universal Coxeter system and
that the Burau representation is faithful for all finite Coxeter systems of rank two.

1. INTRODUCTION

A Coxeter system (W, S) consists of a finite set 5 which generates the (possibly
infinite) Coxeter group W subject to the following relations. For a subset of the pairs
r, s of elements of 5 , there is a positive integer mr s such that

(BR) rsr • • • = srs • • • ,where both sides have mra terms

and secondly,

(Q) s2 — 1 for any element s £ S

The rank of (W, S) is the cardinality of S. For each Coxeter system we have an
associated generalised Artin braid group Bw and a Hecke algebra Hw over the ring
A = R[<7, g"1] of Laurent polynomials of the indeterminate q, which are denned as
follows.

The Artin group Bw has generators {ag \ s £ 5} which satisfy the braid relations
(BR) above. The Hecke algebra Hw — Hw(q) is generated as associative algebra by
{Ts | s € 5 } , subject to the relations (BR) and (Q*), the latter being the deformed
quadratic relation

(Q*) (T.-q)(T. + q-1)=0 (s € S)
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It is known that Hw is free as an A module, with basis {Tw \ w € w}, where, if
w 6 W has reduced decomposition w = Sis2 .. -S(, (SJ G 5), then Tw = TSlTS2 ... TS(.

There is clearly a natural group homomorphism

(1.1) <j>

which takes as to qTs for s € 5 . A natural and interesting (see, for example, [3,
7, 10]) question is whether this map is injective. For type A2, it has been long known
that the map is injective (see [3]), but for every other nontrivial case the question is still
open. It is known that the Burau representation (to be defined shortly) is not injective
for W of type An with n ^ 4 (see [1, 11, 15]). However even for type A3, it is not
known whether the map from the braid group to the Hecke algebra is injective.

When (W, S) is of finite type (that is, W is finite), the braid group Bw has a
"reduced Burau representation", described as follows. It is known that generically, that
is, over the quotient field K = TSL(q) of A, the Hecke algebra H\y{K) = Hw ®A K is
isomorphic to the group algebra KW, and hence is a sum of two-sided ideals Hw(K)x,

where A runs over the irreducible KW modules. In particular, there is a surjection

r,p:Hw{K)—>Hw(K)p,

where p is the reflection representation of W. The reduced Burau representation of

Bw is the composition

(1.2) i/> = T)pO(f>.

In this short note we show that the map ip (and therefore cf>) is injective for all
rank 2 cases.

The related (but weaker) question as to whether a braid group is linear (that is,
has a faithful finite dimensional linear representation) has been settled recently (see [2,
4, 6, 8, 9]) for W finite. In case W is crystallographic, it is shown in [6], that Bw has
a faithful representation of degree equal to the number of positive roots.

2. THE MAIN THEOREM

We shall prove

THEOREM 2 . 1 . Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system of rank 2. If W is finite, then

the Burau representation ip of Bw is faithful. In all cases, the homomorphism (1.1)

from the braid group Bw to the Hecke algebra Hw is injective.

Let 5 = {s, t}. Then (W, S) is determined by the integer m = mst of the relation

(BR) above. We say m = oo if there is no such relation; in this case W is the infinite

dihedral group, or the universal Coxeter group of rank 2.

The following result is useful, although we shall not be using its full force.
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PROPOSITION 2.2.

(i) For any positive integer n define the following elements of Ao — Z[q, q~l]:

{n}q = {qn - ( - < r T ) / ( < 7 + T 1 ) anda = q- q~l. Then

fc^n-1, fc=n-l(mod 2)

where the bk,n are positive integers explicitly given as follows. If n =

2m + 1 is odd and k = 2r (0 ^ r ^ m) , then bk n = I I • If
\m - r)

n = 2m+2 is even and k = 2r+l (0 ^ r < m), then bk n — I I •
\ m — r /

(ii) Let T be one of the generators Ts of the Hecke algebra Hw. Then for

any n 6 Z , we have

(2.2.1)

where an and bn e Z[q,q~x] are given given explicitly as follows. For
n ^ 1, an - {n - l}q and bn = {n}q. For n ^ - 1 , an = -{-n + l}g

and bn = {-n}q.

We omit the proof, which is an exercise in binomial identities.

PROPOSITION 2 . 3 . Let (W:S) be the "universal" Coxeter sysytem of any fi-

nite rank, that is, assume that the set of relations (BR) is empty. Then the homomor-

phism (1.1) from the braid group Bw to the Hecke algebra Hw is injective.

PROOF: Any relation

«2

translates, using (2.2) (ii) into

(an i + 6n iTS l ) (an 2 + 6n 2rS 2)(an 3 + 6 n 3 T S 3 ) . . . = q~l^ini

Expressing the left side in the form Yl °-wTw, we see, since the expression S1S2S3 •. .

is reduced in W, that there is just one term with w of maximum length, and this term
has coefficient bnibn2bn3.... It follows that nj = 0 for all i. D

From now on we assume that 5 = {s,t} and that the order of st is m. The
case m = 00 has just been dealt with and the case m = 2 of the theorem is trivial,
although the construction of the Burau representation is different from that given below
for m ^ 3.

We therefore assume henceforth that mst = m / 2 , c « .
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3. THE REFLECTION REPRESENTATION

The reflection representation r/p of Hw may be realised as follows. Let M be the

free A-module with basis Es,Et. Define endomorphisms Ta,Tt of M by

a&a = q&a, la£,t = -q Jbt + tja,

TtEB = -q~lEa 4- 4 cos2 —Et, TtEt = qEt.
m

These equations (see [5, Section 8]) define an H-module structure on M. In matrix
terms, Ts,Tt are represented respectively as left multiplication by the matrices

(3.1)
0 - ?" 1 '

q-1 0
c q

where c = 4 cos2 (n/m).
The elements Tta and Tat are then represented by the matrices

(3-2)
- 1 - g " 1

cq c — 1

c-1

which both have eigenvalues £± x , where ( = e(27rt)/m. Now by calculating the corre-
sponding eigenvectors and using the equation

c = C + C + 2 =
C '

one easily calculates the matrices which represent all elements of W. For any integer
k write

fc r-k_c*-c
c-c-1

LEMMA 3 . 3 . The matrices representing the various elements of W are given by:

k = fC
St L - c q -

s2ts — -c [ * ] c
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Using (3.3) one sees easily that T^Q acts on M as the identity, where wo is the

longest element of W. More specifically, the action of TWQ is given by

(3.3.1) Two =

For any element w £ W, define L(w) = {r £ S \ l{rw) < i(w)} and similarly
for R(w). Let Y = W \ {wo,e}, where e is the identity element of W. For w £ Y,
clearly L(w) and R(w) each consist of a single element, and we shall abuse notation
by writing L(w),R(w) for these elements.

LEMMA 3 . 4 . Let w £ Y. Then for r £ S,

TwEr = faEa + ftEt,

where fs, ft £ A = R^g" 1 ] and for r^ £ S, degree(fri) ^ 0 unless r = R(w) and
ri = L(w), in which case fri = Xq + lower degree terms, where X > 0.

Lemma 3.4 follows immediately from inspection of the matrices in Lemma 3.3.

COROLLARY 3 . 5 . Let w\, to2, • • • , wp be a sequence of elements of Y. Then for
r£S,

WllW2 ... lWpJiir — nsrjs + tittiit,

where hs, ht £ A = R[q,q~1] and for r^ £ S, degree (hri) ^ p — 1 unless r = R{wp),
rx — L(wi) and L(wi) = R(wi-i) for i = 2,3,... ,p. In case these three conditions
hold, hri = aqp + lower degree terms, where a > 0.

This follows immediately by repeated application of Lemma 3.4.

4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM

We shall prove

PROPOSITION 4 . 1 . Let (W,S) be a Coxeter system of rank 2 with m3t = m
satisfying 3 ̂  m < oo. Let M be the A— space defined in Section 3 above and define
the reduced Burau representation ip : Bw —> GL(M) as in (1.2), with Ts,Tt acting
as in Section 3 and rp(crs) — qT3, et cetra. Then ip is injective.

We begin with some reductions which apply whenever W is finite (and of arbitrary
rank). Let Bw be the braid monoid; this is the monoid generated by {cr3, s £ S},
subject to the braid relations (BR). It is known (see [14, 3.2]) that Bjy embeds (in-
jectively) in Bw and that there is a canonical injection, denoted here by w >-> crw,
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from W to B^ whose image we denote by a{W). The elements of Bw have a unique

"normal decomposition" ([14, Section 4]) a = aWlaW2 ... aWp, where R(wi) D L(wi+i)

for i = 1,2,... ,p - 1. If WQ is the longest element of W, write <TQ for aWQ. Then

OQ is central in Bw, and for any element b, e Bw, there is a power aft such that

affb e Bw. Prom this one deduces that any element b 6 Bw may be written uniquely

in the form b = or^1CT2, where Oi € Bw and the ai have no common left divisor in

a(W).

Suppose that D is any Bw module. It follows from the above remarks that to

prove D faithful, it suffices to prove that if cri,CT2 € Byv ^aen " i" i = cfiyn for all

m € D implies that o\ = <r2; in fact it suffices to show that O\,oi have a non-trivial

common left divisor in cr(W).

Now consider the situation of Proposition 4.1, where 5 = {s, t}, W is finite of

order 2m, and M — (Es,Et)A is the reduced Burau representation, with as,at acting

as qTs,qTt above.

LEMMA 4 . 2 . Let W and M be as just described. Suppose a and r are elements

of Bw such that for all E G M, we have uE = TE. Then either a — T — \ or a and

T have a non-trivial common left divisor in a(W)

PROOF: Let a = aXlaX2 .. .aXk and r = (Tyiay2 .. .aVl be the unique normal
decompositions of a and r . First suppose that Xj = WQ for some j ; then the condition
R(xi) D L(xi+i) implies that xi — wo, and hence the result, unless 1 = 0. But if
1 = 0, then since deto^ = ±q2t^w\ we have k — 0 and so a = r = 1. Thus we may
suppose that for all i,j, X{ and yj are in Y = W\ {e,w0}. But then by Corollary 3.5,
if a{Ea + Et) = hsEs + htEt, with hB,ht £ A, the coefficient of ET has greater degree
if r — L{x\). Applying the same argument to the right side, we see that L{x{) = L(y{)

and the Lemma is proved. D

Proposition 4.1 is immediate from the Lemma, since if b € Bw acts on M as
the identity, then writing b = <T~1T, where a, r € Bw have no common left divisor in
a{W), we have the situation of Lemma 4.2, and deduce that a = r = 1, whence 6 = 1 .
Theorem 2.1 is immediate.

REMARKS. 1. Our basic lemma, Lemma 3.4 is reminiscent of a property of the
a-function introduced by Lusztig, see [12, 13].

2. Let (W, S) be as in Theorem 2.1. Let <p' be the map from Bw to Hw which
takes ar to Tr for all r € S and let ip' = TJP O ft. Then using (3.3.1), one sees
that V' is not injective; but clearly <f>' is injective whenever <p is injective. To see
this, suppose TgTgT?* ... = 1. Substituting Ts = q, we see £ > ; = 0, whence

(qTSl)
ni(qT32r

2(qTa3)
n3 ••• = !•

3. We believe t h a t the analogue of Theorem 2.1 may be true for type A3.
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